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Abstract

This paper presents a business cycle model capturing the stylized features of housing-market boom-bust cycles in developed countries. The model implies that over-optimism of mortgage borrowers generates housing-market boom-bust cycles, if mortgage borrowers are credit-constrained and savers do not share their optimism. This result holds without price stickiness. If price stickiness is introduced into the model, then the model replicates a low policy interest rate during a housing boom as an endogenous reaction to a low inflation rate, given a Taylor rule. Thus, monetary easing observed during housing booms are consistent with the presence of over-optimism causing boom-bust cycles.
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1 Introduction

Strong booms in housing markets often end with significant drops in house prices. One of the explanations for these boom-bust cycles is over-optimism, while another explanation emphasizes the role of monetary easing.\(^1\) In this paper, I investigate the roles of these two factors in the formation of housing-market boom-bust cycles in a business cycle model. The model implies that over-optimistic expectations of mortgage borrowers about future technological progress generate a boom-bust cycle, if mortgage borrowers are credit-constrained and savers do not share their over-optimism. This result holds without price stickiness. In the presence of price stickiness, the model replicates a low policy interest rate during a housing boom as an endogenous reaction to a low inflation rate, given a Taylor rule. Thus, monetary easing observed during housing booms are consistent with the presence of over-optimism as the cause of housing-market boom-bust cycles.

The model is a version of news-shock model. In the model, households receive noisy public signals (i.e., news) about future technological progress. A favourable signal generates over-optimism ex-post, if technological progress does not occur as signaled. The model incorporates two types of households: one is mortgage borrowers, who finance housing investments through mortgage debt; and the other is savers, who lend to mortgage borrowers. Mortgage borrowers can borrow only up to the collateral value of housing, as in Iacoviello’s (2005) model. The two types of households have time-invariant beliefs on the accuracy of public signals. Thus, households form heterogeneous expectations in response to a public signal, if their beliefs are different.

A public signal of future technological progress does not cause an expectation-driven housing boom, if both mortgage borrowers and savers become optimistic. In this case, a rise in the real interest rate due to savers’ optimistic expectations dampens housing investments by mortgage borrowers. In contrast, an expectation-driven housing boom occurs if savers regard a public signal of future technological progress as a noise. In this case, the real interest rate does not rise because only mortgage borrowers become optimistic. As a result, a housing boom occurs as mortgage borrowers increase their housing investments on optimistic expectations about future house prices. A housing boom collapses when the optimistic expectations of mortgage borrowers turn out to be wrong ex-post.

In this cycle, output co-moves with the real house price because of borrowing constraints on mortgage borrowers. Optimistic borrowers increase labour supply during a housing boom, because borrowing constraints make it necessary for them to raise internal funds to finance their housing investments. As a result, aggregate labour supply, and hence output, rise during a housing boom. Furthermore, if price stickiness is introduced into the model, then this effect leads to endogenous monetary easing during a housing boom. In the presence of price stickiness, an increase in aggregate labour supply lowers the inflation rate through a decline in real wages during a housing boom. In response, the central bank lowers the policy rate, given a Taylor rule.

These results replicate the stylized features of housing-market boom-bust cycles in devel-

\(^1\) See Taylor (2009) for example.
oped countries. As shown in Section 2, real aggregate quantity variables and the real house price have tended to co-move during boom-bust cycles. In contrast, the inflation rate and the short-term nominal interest rate have tended to be low during housing booms. Moreover, in comparison between young and old households, the hours worked of young households have tended to be the main driver of an increase in aggregate labour supply during housing booms. Given the fact that mortgage borrowers tend to be young in reality, this observation is consistent with the role of mortgage borrowers’ labour supply in the model.

Also, the focus on heterogeneous expectations is supported by data. The real house price growth rate in U.S. has been closely correlated with the excess of young households' confidence in future aggregate economic activity over old households’ confidence in survey data. This observation is consistent with the effects of heterogeneous expectations between mortgage borrowers and savers in the model.

1.1 Related literature

This paper adds to the literature on news-shock models, such as Beaudry and Portier (2004) and (2007), Jaimovich and Rebelo (2009), Christiano et al. (2010), and Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2008). Considering time-invariant, heterogeneous household beliefs on the accuracy of public signals contrasts with the standard assumption in this literature that all households form homogeneous expectations from public signals.

In this regard, this paper is related to a vast literature on heterogeneous expectations with boundedly rational agents (see Hommes 2006 for an extensive survey). In this literature, agents form heterogeneous expectations using different forecasting rules. It is found that heterogeneous expectations sustain in the long run even if each agent updates the agent’s forecasting rule on a performance basis (see Branch and Evans 2006, for example.) Recently, Anufriev et al. (forthcoming), Branch and McGough (2009) and De Grauwe (2011) analyze how the presence of heterogeneous expectations affect the properties of New-Keynesian models. This paper adds to these papers by introducing heterogeneous expectations into a New-Keynesian model with a housing market and borrowing constraints. The result that heterogeneous expectations lead to a housing-market boom-bust cycle in a New-Keynesian model contributes to the literature on the effects of monetary policy during asset bubbles, such as Bernanke and Gertler (1999, 2001), Cecchetti et al. (2000), Gilchrist and Leahy (2002), and Dupor (2005).

Regarding the interaction between heterogeneous expectations and borrowing constraints, there exists a behavioural finance literature that analyzes the effects of heterogeneous investor beliefs and short-sales constraints on asset prices. See Hong and Stein (2007) for a review of this literature. Also, Geanakoplos (2009) and Fostel and Geanakoplos (2008) provide

---

2 Related to these theoretical papers, Assenza et al. (2011) conduct laboratory experiments in an artificial New-Keynesian economy. They examine how their human subjects select different forecasting rules and analyze how the effect of monetary policy is affected. Also, Cornea et al. (2012) estimate on U.S. inflation data a New-Keynesian Phillips curve with heterogeneous expectations due to endogenous selection of forecasting rules.
a finite-horizon model to analyze the role of heterogeneous investor beliefs and borrowing constraints in the formation of asset-market boom-bust cycles. They consider endogenous borrowing constraints based on Value-at-Risk, which generates pro-cyclical leverage. Fostel and Geanakoplos (2011) show that default can occur with this type of constraint. This paper is different from their work in introducing heterogeneous expectations into a standard DSGE (i.e., a business cycle) model based on Iacoviello (2005), which nests a New-Keynesian model. This feature of this paper leads to the finding that heterogeneous expectations are crucial for an expectation-driven housing boom because they prevent a rise in the real interest rate.

Other work on heterogeneous expectations includes Burnside et al. (2011). They model social dynamics among households with heterogeneous expectations during housing-market boom-bust cycles. This paper differs from their analysis since Burnside et al.’s model abstracts from financial frictions. Favara and Song (2010) analyze the role of heterogeneous household expectations in generating geographical heterogeneity in housing markets using a model with an exogenous real interest rate. In contrast, this paper analyzes the business cycle features of housing-market boom-bust cycles in a model with an endogenous real interest rate. Also, Piazzesi and Schneider (2008) quantify the effects of heterogeneous household expectations in an overlapping generations model by using household survey data directly as the values of household expectations.

Finally, the model is related to the recent literature that analyzes the role of the demographic difference in labour supply elasticity in the business cycle. In this paper, boom-bust cycles occur with homogeneous elasticity of labour supply, if prices are flexible. To generate boom-bust cycles in the presence of price stickiness, however, it is necessary to assume that mortgage borrowers have a higher elasticity of labour supply than savers, so that mortgage borrowers dominate the movement of aggregate labour supply. This assumption is consistent with the fact that the labour supply of young households tends to be more volatile than that of old households, as observed by Jaimovich and Siu (2009). This paper confirms the importance of the demographic difference in labour supply elasticity in the business cycle, as demonstrated by Jaimovich and Siu and also Campbell and Hercowitz (2004).³

2 Empirical motivation

2.1 Stylized features of housing-market boom-bust cycles in developed countries

Figure 1 summarizes the average dynamics of macroeconomic variables during housing-market boom-bust cycles in developed countries between the 1970s and the 1990s. Since the levels of the variables are not necessarily stationary across countries or time periods, the variables in each boom-bust episode (except real house price growth rates) are normalized to have zero mean over the 40-quarter or 10-year time window around the peak quarter or year of the boom. Each panel in the figure shows the median of the normalized variables in

³Campbell and Hercowitz (2004) assume no labour supply of savers in their business cycle model.
each period of the time window. While the panel for real house price growth rates exhibits median growth rates to show the average magnitude of past booms and busts, the panel does not change much even if the data are as normalized as the other variables.

The figure shows that the growth rates of aggregate output and hours worked have tended to be high during housing booms and low after the ends of booms. These pro-cyclical fluctuations in aggregate hours worked have tended to be driven by the labour supply of young workers, since the figure shows that the employment of young workers (under 44 years old) has tended to grow strongly during booms and weakly after booms, whereas the employment of old workers (over 44 years old) has tended not to show such a pattern. On the price side, CPI inflation rates and short-term nominal interest rates, which are closely correlated with policy interest rates, have tended to be low during booms and rising around the ends of booms. Similarly to these nominal variables, short-term real interest rates and the growth rates of real wages measured by hourly earnings in manufacturing have tended to decline temporarily during booms before rising around the ends of booms. After the ends of booms, real wage growth rates have tended to decline significantly. See Table 1 for the peak quarters of the booms identified by Ahearne et al. (2005) and also Appendix A for data details.

2.2 Heterogeneous household expectations and real house price growth rates in U.S. data

In this paper, I present a business cycle model with heterogeneous household expectations which can generate the stylized features of housing-market boom-bust cycles summarized above, except the significant declines in real wage growth rates after the ends of booms. Figure 2 shows suggestive evidence from U.S. data to motivate this consideration. The figure compares the nationwide real house price growth rate with the difference in the Index of Consumer Expectations (ICE) between young (under 44 years old) and old (over 45 years old) workers. To construct each panel in the figure, normalize each variable for each boom-bust episode by subtracting from the variable the average of the variable over the time window around the peak of the boom. Then, pool normalized values across boom-bust cycles and derive the median of the pooled values for each period of the time window. In each panel, the time window shown is centered around the peak periods of the booms.

Age-specific actual hours worked data are not available across countries in the OECD database.

This result is consistent with the findings by Bordo and Jeanne (2002) and Ahearne et al. (2005) using similar methodologies, as well as the event study by Borio and Lowe (2002). While Detken and Smetts (2004) also find counter-cyclical fluctuations in policy interest rates during past boom-bust cycles in asset markets, including both equity and real estates, they emphasize rising inflation during booms.

Here, I use hourly earnings data as the wage measure because of concern on measurement error in the data on compensations per hour, which are much more volatile than earnings data, as discussed by Galí (2011). Also, I use hourly earnings in manufacturing because the data on hourly earnings in private sectors before the mid-1990s do not exist for most of the countries in the OECD database.

Similar results to Figure 1 hold in the pre-1985 and the post-1985 subsample periods, except for employment growth rates for young and old workers. While there was no significant difference in the employment growth rate between young and old workers in the pre-1985 subsample period, a similar difference to Figure 1 was observed in the post-1985 subsample period.
years old) households. The ICE is provided by the Reuters/University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers and consists of the responses to three survey questions about the expected future financial condition for the respondent herself and the expected future financial and employment condition in the economy. The figure indicates that the real house price growth rate has tended to be high when young households are more optimistic about future economic conditions than old households. The correlation coefficient between the two variables in the figure is 0.29 over the entire sample period.

To confirm the correlation between heterogeneous household expectations and real house price growth rates more formally, Table 2 shows the OLS estimates of the regression of the real house price growth rate on the difference in the ICE between young and old households and the other regressors listed in the table. Confirming the implication of Figure 2, the estimated coefficient of the contemporaneous difference in the ICE between young and old households is significantly positive at 1% significance level.

Since the model shown below will focus on household expectations about aggregate economic conditions, Figure 2 also shows each of the two questions about future aggregate economic conditions in the ICE, that is, the expected financial condition in the economy during the next 12 months (labeled “BUS12”) and the expected employment condition in the economy during the next 5 years (labeled “BUS5”). The difference between young and old households in each variable is highly correlated with the real house price growth rate similarly to the ICE.9

In the following, I present a business cycle model in which over-optimistic expectations of mortgage borrowers, who tend to be young in practice, generate housing-market boom-bust cycles along with aggregate features summarized by Figure 1.

3 The model

3.1 Firms

There is a continuum of households who consume final goods, which are produced by a CES function of intermediate inputs:

\[
y_t = \left[ \int_0^1 (y_{j,t})^{\theta-1} \, dj \right]^{\frac{1}{\theta}},
\]

where \( y_t \) is the amount of final goods produced, \( y_{j,t} \) is the amount of intermediate inputs of variety \( j \), and \( \theta (\geq 0) \) is the elasticity of substitution. Each variety of intermediate inputs is produced by technology represented by a standard Cobb-Douglas function:

\[
y_{j,t} = (k_{j,t})^\alpha (A_t l_{j,t})^{1-\alpha},
\]

9In the figure, the correlation coefficient with the real house price growth rate is 0.23 for the difference in BUS12 and 0.26 for the difference in BUS5. Also, the results shown in Table 2 do not significantly change even if the ICE is replaced by BUS12. If the ICE is replaced by BUS5, the coefficient of the contemporaneous difference in the BUS5 remains positive, even though it becomes insignificant at 10% significance level.
where \( k_{j,t} \) is rented capital stock, \( A_t \) is labour augmenting technology, \( l_{j,t} \) is employed hours worked, and \( \alpha \in (0,1) \) is the capital share in the cost of production.

Final-good producers take prices as given, earning zero profit. Cost minimization by final-good producers implies that the demand function for each variety of intermediate inputs is:

\[
y_{j,t} = \left( \frac{P_{j,t}}{P_t} \right)^{-\theta} y_t, \tag{3}
\]

where \( P_{j,t} \) is the nominal price for the variety \( j \) of intermediate inputs and \( P_t \) is the aggregate price index defined by:

\[
P_t = \left[ \int_0^1 (P_{j,t})^{1-\theta} dj \right]^{\frac{1}{1-\theta}}. \tag{4}
\]

The index \( P_t \) is the nominal unit production cost of final goods when final-good producers minimize the production cost. Since the final-good market is competitive, \( P_t \) becomes the nominal price of final goods.

Each variety of intermediate inputs is produced by a monopolistic producer. Each monopolistic producer can only infrequently adjust the price of one’s product with probability \( 1 - \chi \) (\( \chi \in [0,1] \)) every period, maximizing the present discounted value of profits while the price remains fixed:

\[
\max_{P_{j,t}} E'_t \left[ \sum_{s=t}^{\infty} \chi^{s-t} \Lambda_{t,s} (P_{j,t} - P_s f_s) y_{j,s} \right], \tag{5}
\]

subject to the production function (2) and the demand function (3), taking the probability distribution of \( \{\Lambda_{t,s}, f_s, y_s, P_s\}_{s=t}^{\infty} \) as given. The operator \( E'_t \) in the maximization problem is the subjective conditional expectation operator, and the variable \( \Lambda_{t,s} \) is the stochastic discount factor between periods \( t \) and \( s \) for intermediate-input producers. The variable \( f_s \) is the real marginal cost of production for intermediate-input producers. Cost minimization by intermediate-input producers in competitive factor markets implies that:

\[
f_t = \left( \frac{r_{K,t}}{\alpha} \right)^{\alpha} \left[ \frac{w_t}{(1-\alpha)A_t} \right]^{1-\alpha}, \tag{6}
\]

where \( r_{K,t} \) and \( w_t \) are the rental price of capital and the real wage rate, respectively. Factor demand, \( \{k_{j,t}, l_{j,t} \mid j \in [0,1]\} \), is determined by cost minimization by intermediate-input producers:

\[
k_{j,t} = \frac{\alpha f_t y_{j,t}}{r_{K,t}} \quad \text{and} \quad l_{j,t} = \frac{(1-\alpha) f_t y_{j,t}}{w_t} \quad \text{for} \ j \in [0,1]. \tag{7}
\]
3.2 Households

There are two types of households. One type has a higher time discount factor than the other. Label the former type “savers” and the latter type “mortgage borrowers”. The saver fraction of the population is $\mu \in (0, 1)$, and the mortgage-borrower fraction is $1 - \mu$.

I consider a “cash-less” economy where the money balance is negligible as part of financial assets. Each saver maximizes the utility function:

$$ E_t' \left\{ \sum_{s=t}^{\infty} (\beta')^{s-t} \left[ \ln(c_s') + \gamma \ln(h_s') - \frac{(l_s')^{1+\xi}}{1+\xi} \right] \right\}, $$

(8)

where $E_t'$ is the subjective expectation operator conditional on the information set at $t$ for savers, $\beta' \in (0, 1)$ is the time discount factor, $c_s'$ is consumption, $h_s'$ is housing stock, $l_s'$ is hours worked, and $\gamma > 0$ and $\xi > 0$. The prime symbol (') denotes the variables and the parameters for savers.

Savers are subject to the following flow of funds constraint and the law of motion for capital stock:

$$ c_t' + \frac{\eta K}{2} \left( \frac{i_t'}{s_{t-1}'} \right)^2 s_{t-1}' + q_t(h_t' - h_{t-1}') + b_t' = w_t l_t' + R_{t-1} b_{t-1}' + \Gamma_t, $$

(9)

$$ s_t' = i_t' + (1 - \delta)s_{t-1}', $$

(10)

where $i_t'$ is the increment of capital stock, $s_t'$ is the amount of capital stock at the end of period $t$, $\delta$ is the depreciation rate of capital stock, $q_t$ is the real price of housing stock, $b_t'$ is the real balance of mortgage bonds, $R_t$ is the gross nominal interest rate, and $\pi_t$ is the gross rate of inflation, i.e., $P_t / P_{t-1}$. The second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (9) is the investment cost function, where $\eta_K > 0$. In the equilibrium analysis below, the convex investment cost will lead to co-movement between consumption and investment.

Savers receive the profits of intermediate-input producers as their shareholders. The real value of the transferred profits per saver, $\Gamma_t$, which appears on the right-hand side of Eq. (9), is determined by:

$$ \Gamma_t = \frac{1}{\mu} \int_0^1 \left( \frac{P_{j,t}}{P_t} - f_t \right) y_{j,t} \, dj. $$

(11)

I assume that intermediate-input producers and savers share the same subjective expectation operator, $E_t'$. Also, they share a common stochastic discount factor, i.e., $\Lambda_{t,s} = (\beta')^{s-t} c_s' / c_s'$. These assumptions ensure that intermediate-input producers behave as if they maximize the utility function of savers.

Each mortgage borrower maximizes the utility function:

$$ E_t'' \left\{ \sum_{s=t}^{\infty} (\beta'')^{s-t} \left[ \ln(c_s'') + \gamma \ln(h_s'') - \frac{(l_s'')^{1+\xi}}{1+\xi} \right] \right\}, $$

(12)

While Eq. (9) implies that bonds are non-indexed, the results of the model do not change substantially even if I consider indexed bonds.
where \( \beta'' \in (0, \beta') \), subject to the following flow of funds and borrowing constraints:

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_t'' + q_t(h_t'' - h_{t-1}'') + b_t'' &= w_t b_{t-1}' + \frac{R_{t-1} b_{t-1}''}{\pi_t}, \\
    b_t'' &\geq -m E_t' \left[ \frac{\pi_{t+1} q_{t+1} h_t''}{R_t} \right].
\end{align*}
\]

The double-prime symbol ("\) denotes the variables for mortgage borrowers. The assumption that \( \beta'' < \beta' \) implies that mortgage borrowers value current consumption more than savers. This difference induces mortgage borrowers to be borrowers and savers to be lenders in the neighborhood of the deterministic steady state.\(^{11}\)

The flow of funds constraint (13) implies that mortgage borrowers do not hold capital. This assumption is set without loss of generality, because, given \( \beta'' < \beta' \), mortgage borrowers do not buy capital from savers in the neighborhood of the deterministic steady state, even if they can.\(^{12}\) The borrowing constraint (14) implies that mortgage borrowers can borrow only up to the collateral value of their houses, which is determined by the expected liquidation value of houses for lenders. Thus, the collateral value is evaluated by the saver expectations represented by \( E_t' \). The parameter \( m \) controls the loan-to-value ratio at the steady state.\(^{13}\)

### 3.3 Real and nominal interest rates

If goods prices are flexible (i.e., \( \chi = 0 \)), then the maximization problem for the intermediate-input producers described above implies \( f_t = 1 - \theta^{-1} \) (i.e., a constant markup) and the dichotomy between real and nominal variables holds. In this case, I focus only on real variables, so I replace \( R_t/\pi_{t+1} \) by the gross real interest rate, \( r_r t \), for all \( t \). If \( \chi > 0 \), i.e., goods prices are sticky, then I assume that the central bank sets the nominal interest rate, \( R_t \), following a standard Taylor rule:

\[
\hat{R}_t = (1 - \phi_R)(\hat{\pi}_t + \phi_Y \hat{y}_t) + \phi_R \hat{R}_{t-1}, \quad \text{if } \chi \in (0, 1),
\]

where the hat symbol denotes log deviations of the variables from the deterministic steady state.\(^{14}\)

\(^{11}\)See Iacoviello (2005) for more details.

\(^{12}\)See Appendix B for the proof.

\(^{13}\)This type of constraint is introduced by Kiyotaki and Moore (1997). See Hart and Moore (1994) for the bargaining environment behind the borrowing constraints. In short, lenders can only foreclose on collateral if borrowers walk away from debt contracts. Borrowers renegotiate debt contracts if the value of future debt service exceeds the value of collateral. Lenders expect this and lend only up to the value of collateral. Also, Krishnamurthy (2010) reviews various types of borrowing constraints in the literature and shows that these constraints can be reduced to a similar form to the borrowing constraint (14). In addition, Geanakoplos (2009) and Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) propose alternative borrowing constraints that endogenize the parameter \( m \). Integration of these constraints into a DSGE model, however, is yet to be done in the literature. This agenda is left for future research.

\(^{14}\)Here, the monetary policy rule does not include the expected value of a future inflation rate or future output. This assumption obviates the need to specify the central bank’s subjective expectation formation process, which would complicate the model.
3.4 Shock process, public signals, and heterogeneous beliefs

I assume that labour augmenting technology, $A_t$, is driven by an AR(1) process: $\ln(A_t) = \rho \ln(A_{t-1}) + \epsilon_{A,t}$, where $\epsilon_{A,t}$ is an i.i.d. shock distributed by $N(0, \sigma_A^2)$. Households receive public signals of $\epsilon_{A,t+\tau}$ in period $t$, where $\tau$ is a positive integer. Signals are generated by the following process: $z_{A,t} = \epsilon_{A,t+\tau} + \omega_{A,t}$, where $\omega_{A,t}$ is an i.i.d. noise distributed by $N(0, \nu_A^2)$.

I assume that households disagree on the accuracy of public signals, which is represented by $\nu_A$. I denote the beliefs of savers and mortgage borrowers by $\nu'_A$ and $\nu''_A$, respectively. Their beliefs are fixed regardless of ex-post realizations of $\epsilon_{A,t}$. The stochastic processes for $A_t$ and $z_t$ defined above imply:

$$E'[\epsilon_{A,t+\tau}|z_{A,t}] = \frac{\sigma_A^2 z_{A,t}}{\sigma_A^2 + (\nu'_A)^2},$$

$$E''[\epsilon_{A,t+\tau}|z_{A,t}] = \frac{\sigma_A^2 z_{A,t}}{\sigma_A^2 + (\nu''_A)^2}. \tag{16} \tag{17}$$

Thus, public signals generate heterogeneous expectations if $\nu'_A \neq \nu''_A$.\textsuperscript{15}

Even though rational households would update their beliefs on the accuracy of public signals, note that public signals in the model are a proxy for news about future technological progress in reality. Since every discovery of new technology is different, it is difficult to guess the accuracy of news about an expected discovery from past experience. The time-invariant household beliefs are a short-cut to reflect this difficulty. While it remains a question why household beliefs become heterogeneous in reality, this paper utilizes the type-specific household beliefs to generate heterogeneous household expectations between mortgage borrowers and savers, as suggested by the evidence described in Section 2.2.

3.5 Equilibrium conditions

Market prices are determined to satisfy market clearing conditions for hours worked, capital stock, housing stock, and mortgage bonds:

$$\int_0^1 l_{j,t}dj = \mu l'_t + (1-\mu)l''_t, \tag{18}$$

$$\mu s'_{t-1} = \int_0^1 k_{j,t}dj, \tag{19}$$

$$\mu b'_t + (1-\mu)b''_t = 1, \tag{20}$$

$$\mu b'_t + (1-\mu)b''_t = 0, \tag{21}$$

where the supply of housing stock is fixed to 1 in Eq. (20). Thus, fluctuations in the real house price are demand-driven in the model. Eq. (19) implies that investments in capital by savers materialize one period later.

\textsuperscript{15}Bolton et al. (2006) generate heterogeneous expectations in the same form as Eqs. (16) and (17).
An equilibrium in the model is: the solutions to the maximization problems for intermediate-input producers, savers, and mortgage borrowers, given rational expectations of aggregate variables \( \{ w_s, r_K, q_s, f_s, y_s, \Gamma_s \}_{s=t}^\infty \) and \( \{ rr_s \}_{s=t}^\infty \) or \( \{ \pi_s, R_s \}_{s=t}^\infty \) conditional on each realization of technological shocks and public signals and also given the subjective likelihood of future technological shocks; and aggregate variables in each period determined by Eqs. (1), (2), (6)-(7), (11), (15) and (18)-(21).

The equilibrium in the model is similar to the standard competitive equilibrium, since agents hold rational expectations of equilibrium dynamics for each possible realization of shocks and public signals. The only difference from the standard competitive equilibrium is that households disagree on the likelihood of future shocks, given public signals.

3.6 The numerical solution method

I solve equilibrium dynamics numerically by the standard perturbation method, finding the exact state-space solution form for the system of equilibrium conditions log-linearized around the deterministic steady state. I use the undetermined coefficient method to find the state-space form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    \hat{x}_t \\
    k_{k_{t+1}}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    C & D & F
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    \hat{k}_{k_t} \\
    e_A, t \\
    \zeta_t
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(22)

where \( \zeta_t = [z_{A,t}, ..., z_{A,t-\tau+1}]^T \), which is the vector of public signals of future technological shocks; \( k_{k_{t+1}} = [A_t, k'_t, b'_t, h'_t, b''_t, h''_t]^T \), which is the vector of endogenous state variables determined in period \( t \); and \( x_t = [c'_t, l'_t, i'_t, c''_t, l''_t, rr_t, q_t, r_{K,t}, w_t, f_t, y_t]^T \), which is the vector of jump variables.\(^{16}\) The hat symbol denotes the log deviations of the vectors from the deterministic steady state.

Given the assumption that the subjective expectations of future technological shocks depend only on exogenous public signals, \( \zeta_t \), I can show that the values of \( C \) and \( D \) are identical to those in the case without public signals.\(^{17}\) This result implies that the first-order effect of heterogeneous household expectations on model dynamics is captured by the additional disturbance term, \( F\zeta_t \), which is transmitted intertemporally through changes in \( \hat{k}_{k_{t+1}} \). The value of \( F \) is determined so that \( \zeta_t \) changes household behaviour in the current period directly through each household’s subjective expectation of the economy in the next period and then indirectly through a feedback loop between household behaviour and market prices that continues until the markets clear. The values of \( C, D \) and \( F \) are determined uniquely for the parameter values considered in this paper. See Appendix C for more details on the numerical solution method.

---

\(^{16}\) These definitions of the vectors are for the flexible price case. In the sticky price case, include \( R_t \) and \( \pi_t \) in \( k_{k_{t+1}} \) and \( x_t \), respectively, and remove \( rr_t \) from \( x_t \).

\(^{17}\) Thus, these matrices can be obtained by the standard numerical solution method for rational expectations models described by Klein (2000).
4 Housing-market boom-bust cycles with flexible prices

In the following, I describe the equilibrium dynamics of the model in response to a period-0 public signal \(^{(z_{A,0})}\) about a period-4 positive shock to technology \((\epsilon_{A,4})\). I start from the case with flexible prices (i.e., \(\chi = 0\)) as the benchmark. I use standard parameter values in the literature. The unit of time in the model is a quarter. The capital share of aggregate factor income, \(\alpha\), is 0.33. The quarterly depreciation rate of capital, \(\delta\), is 0.025. The elasticity of substitution between varieties of inputs, \(\theta\), is 11, which implies a 10% steady-state markup. The autoregressive coefficient for realized productivity shocks, \(\rho_A\), is 0.9. The steady-state loan-to-value ratio for residential mortgages, \(m\), is set to 0.8, as assumed by Fisher and Gervais (2011) for the baseline case of their model. The lead of public signals, \(\tau\), is assumed to be 4 periods, following Beaudry and Portier (2004). The fraction of credit-constrained mortgage borrowers, \(1 - \mu\), is 0.25, which is the credit-constrained fraction of U.S. households estimated by Hajivassiliou and Ioannides (2007) using PSID data. The following parameter values are set as in Iacoviello (2005): the time discount factors of savers, \(\beta'\), and mortgage borrowers, \(\beta''\), are 0.99 and 0.95, respectively; the coefficient of the investment function, \(\eta_K\), is \(2/\delta\); the weight on housing preference, \(\gamma\), is 0.1; and the inverse of the Frisch elasticity of labour supply, \(\xi\), is 0.01. Table 3 summarizes the benchmark parameter values.

4.1 Expectation-driven boom-bust cycles with borrowing constraints and heterogeneous household beliefs

With borrowing constraints and heterogeneous beliefs, an ex-post wrong positive public signal about future technological progress causes expectation-driven boom-bust cycles in the model. This is shown by the solid lines in Figure 3, which are the impulse responses to an ex-post wrong public signal of future technological progress \((z_{A,0} = 1 \text{ and } \epsilon_{A,4} = 0)\) when mortgage borrowers consider the signal accurate, but savers regard the signal as a noise (i.e., \(\nu'_A = \infty\) and \(\nu''_A = 0\)).

In the figure, a housing boom occurs in response to a public signal of future technological progress, since mortgage borrowers increase housing investments on expectations of high future house prices. Also, borrowers work more to raise internal funds for financing their housing investments because of borrowing constraints, which results in an increase in aggregate labour supply. At the same time, as savers do not share the optimistic expectations of mortgage borrowers, they instead expect the boom to be temporary and increase savings

\[\text{This estimate for the credit-constrained fraction of households is similar to other estimates using micro data in the literature. For example, Grant (2007) estimates the fraction to be 31% using CEX data. Also, see Jappelli (1990) for a review of the estimates in earlier literature and his own estimate, which are around 20%.}\]

\[\text{Iacoviello specifies these parameter values before the estimation of his model.}\]

\[\text{Complete agreement among savers is not necessary for the existence of an expectation-driven boom-bust cycle. For example, a boom-bust cycle occurs even if half of savers consider public signals accurate.}\]
for a future recession. An increase in savings finances housing investments by optimistic mortgage borrowers through mortgage debt and also expands savers’ investments into capital. Increases in aggregate labour supply and investment in capital raise aggregate output. Subsequently, a housing bust occurs when the optimistic expectations of mortgage borrowers are not realized in period 4. As the mechanism at work during the boom is reversed, savings and labour supply decline. Hence aggregate investment and output drop.\footnote{The boom-bust cycle described here does not depend on the cyclicity of mortgage borrowers’ leverage measured by $q_t b_t''/(q_t b_t'' + b_t'')$ (where $b_t''$ is negative). With Eq. (14), the leverage is counter-cyclical over the boom-bust cycle. Even though pro-cyclical leverage can be generated if $q_{t+1}$ in Eq. (14) is replaced by $q_t$, the model dynamics hardly change. This result holds because the key for the existence of an expectation-driven boom-bust cycle is that heterogeneous expectations dampen a rise in the real interest rate during a boom.}

Note that, with standard preferences assumed in this paper, changes in expectations cannot generate positive co-movement among aggregate consumption, investment, and labour supply in the standard neo-classical business cycle model, as shown by Beaudry and Portier (2004, 2007) and Jaimovich and Rebelo (2009).\footnote{This is also true in this paper if all households are patient (i.e., $\mu = 1$.)} Thus, some kind of mechanism is necessary to move these aggregate variables together. In this paper, heterogeneous agents with borrowing constraints are fundamental for this: even though consumption and labour supply move in opposite directions at each household level as shown in Figure 3, it turns out that mortgage borrowers, who buy houses and consume less during booms, decide to work a lot because of borrowing constraints. In contrast, savers, who consume more because they sell their houses, do not reduce labour supply as much as an increase in credit-constrained mortgage borrowers’ labour supply. Hence, aggregate consumption and labour supply co-move.\footnote{As labour elasticity is set lower, mortgage borrowers finance their housing investments more by cutting consumption and less by increasing labour supply. If labour elasticity is set very low, then this effect makes aggregate consumption counter-cyclical over the boom-bust cycle, even though aggregate investment and labour supply remain pro-cyclical. The co-movement among aggregate consumption, investment, and labour supply, however, is robust to the range of the Frisch elasticity of aggregate hours worked ($1/\xi$) in the macroeconomic literature (from 2.84 to $\infty$), which takes into account both internal and external margins. See Chetty et al. (2011, Table 1) and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2011) for more details on the range.} Also, expecting a future recession, savers increase investments in capital to save part of the revenue from their home sales, which makes aggregate investment move together with aggregate consumption.

This result replicates the co-movement among aggregate quantity variables observed during past housing-market boom-bust cycles, as shown in Figure 1.\footnote{Figure 1 shows year-to-quarter changes. While Figures 3-6 on model dynamics show deviations from the steady state, the implications of these figures are similar even after they are transformed into year-to-quarter changes.} Especially, the heterogeneous labour supply of mortgage borrowers and savers is largely consistent with the fact that the labour supply of young households, who are a proxy for mortgage borrowers, has tended to be the driver of pro-cyclical fluctuations in aggregate labour supply during past boom-bust cycles. Also, in the model, pro-cyclical fluctuations in savings and aggregate labour supply lower the real interest rate and the real wage during a housing boom, and then raise them around the end of the boom. Such dynamics of the real interest rate and
the real wage are consistent with Figure 1. Moreover, Figure 3 shows that the house price, $q_t$, increases much more than aggregate output, $y_t$, during a housing boom in the model, which is consistent with the observation that house prices often appreciated more strongly than output growth during past housing booms.

Among the stylized features of housing-market boom-bust cycles summarized in Section 2.1, the model fails to replicate only the significant declines in real wage growth rates after the ends of booms. To replicate this observation, the model needs some mechanism that reduces labour demand after housing busts. Note that such an extension of the model is likely to amplify boom-bust cycles in the model, because the real interest rate during a boom would be lower if savers expected a deeper recession after the boom.

4.2 The necessity of heterogeneous household beliefs for generating boom-bust cycles

To clarify the role of heterogeneous household beliefs in generating expectation-driven boom-bust cycles, Figure 3 shows in the dashed lines the impulse responses to an ex-post wrong public signal of future technological progress when both mortgage borrowers and savers consider the signal accurate (i.e., $\nu_A' = 0$ and $\nu_A'' = 0$). The comparison between the solid lines and the dashed lines demonstrates that the existence of non-optimistic savers along with optimistic mortgage borrowers is crucial to generate expectation-driven boom-bust cycles. As shown in the dashed lines, the real interest rate for mortgage debt, $rr_t$, rises in period 3 when savers are optimistic about technological progress in period 4, since savers reduce savings by expecting high future income. A resulting rise in the cost of borrowing discourages mortgage borrowers from increasing housing investments. Thus, no expectation-driven housing boom occurs with homogeneous household expectations. No increase in aggregate output occurs, either, because mortgage borrowers do not work more to raise internal funds for increasing their housing investments. Also, optimistic savers reduce investments in capital to increase their current consumption in this case. This effect contributes to no increase in aggregate output.\(^{26}\)

\(^{25}\) An unreported sensitivity analysis shows that expectation-driven boom-bust cycles do not occur when: all households are savers; part of savers consider the ex-post wrong public signal accurate; but the other savers regard the signal as a noise. Thus, the existence of borrowing constraints on mortgage borrowers is necessary, but not sufficient, for generating expectation-driven boom-bust cycles.

\(^{26}\) Note that the reaction of the economy after period 4 is much stronger than the reaction before period 4 in the dashed lines of Figure 3, because a higher financing cost of housing due to a rise in the real interest rate makes mortgage borrowers sell their houses before period 4. When the expected shock is not realized in period 4, mortgage borrowers increase their labour supply to replenish their housing stock. A resulting increase in aggregate labour supply lowers the real wage significantly after period 4, since there is no positive technological shock. This wage effect, in turn, reduces mortgage borrowers’ income, leading to more sales of their houses and a further increase in their labour supply to support their consumption in period 4. This amplification between a lower real wage and higher labour supply results in a large fluctuation in the economy after period 4. Lacking this amplification mechanism, the reaction of the economy before period 4 is much smaller than the reaction after period 4.
4.3 Dynamics with ex-post correct public signals

Figure 4 compares the impulse responses to ex-post wrong and correct public signals of future technological progress \((z_{A,0}, \epsilon_{A,4}) = (1,0)\) and \((z_{A,0}, \epsilon_{A,4}) = (1,1)\), when mortgage borrowers consider the signal accurate, but savers regard the signal as a noise (i.e., \(\nu_A' = \infty\) and \(\nu_A'' = 0\)). When the signal turns out to be correct, the real house price remains above the steady-state value after period 4, confirming the optimistic expectations of mortgage borrowers.

4.4 Effect of higher availability of mortgage debt on housing-market boom-bust cycles

In addition, Figure 5 shows that less stringent borrowing constraints on mortgage borrowers due to an increase in \(m\) amplify boom-bust cycles. This result contrasts with the earlier result in the literature that house-price dynamics are insensitive to the tightness of borrowing constraints, as shown by Iacoviello (2005). The key reason for this result is that the stochastic discount factor for savers, \(E_t'[\beta' c'_t/c'_t+1]\), rises whereas that for mortgage borrowers, \(E_t''[\beta'' c''_t/c''_{t+1}]\), drops in period 3 because of heterogeneous expectations.\(^{27}\) To see this, note that the housing investment by each mortgage borrower satisfies the following first-order condition:

\[
\gamma c''_t \frac{h''_t}{k''_t} = q_t - mE_{t+1}(q_{t+1} - mE_t[q_{t+1}])
\]

where the left-hand side is the marginal utility from housing in terms of consumption. The difference between the first two terms on the right-hand side is the downpayment required per unit of housing investment. The last term on the right-hand side is the expected discounted value of home equity per housing investment for a mortgage borrower in the next period. Thus, the right-hand side is the effective marginal cost of housing investments for mortgage borrowers. Since \(E_t'[\beta' c'_t/c'_t+1] = 1/rr_t\) in equilibrium, an increase in \(m\) reduces the cost of housing investments for mortgage borrowers significantly in period 3, given a rise in \(E_t'[\beta' c'_t/c'_t+1]\) and a drop in \(E_t''[\beta'' c''_t/c''_{t+1}]\). This effect amplifies a housing boom in period 3, which spills over to earlier periods.

5 Housing-market boom-bust cycles with sticky prices and heterogeneous labour supply elasticities

In this section, I use the model with sticky prices (i.e., \(\chi > 0\)) to discuss the reason for the low policy interest rates observed during past housing booms as indicated by Figure 1. For all dynamics shown below, mortgage borrowers regard as accurate an ex-post wrong

\(^{27}\)These movements in \(E_t'[\beta' c'_t/c'_t+1]\) and \(E_t''[\beta'' c''_t/c''_{t+1}]\) can be confirmed by Figure 4. Note that savers and mortgage borrowers expect the public signal to be wrong and correct, respectively.
public signal of future technological progress, but savers consider the signal as a noise (i.e., $(z_{A,t}, \epsilon_{A,t}, \nu'_A, \nu''_A) = (1, 0, \infty, 0)$).

5.1 Parameter specification

The monetary policy rule coefficients, $\phi_\pi$, $\phi_Y$, and $\phi_R$, are set to 1.53, 0.93, and 0.73, in order, as estimated by Rudebusch (2002) for the U.S.\textsuperscript{28} The probability of price adjustment by intermediate-input producers, $1 - \chi$, is set to 0.5, so that producers change their prices every two quarters on average. This value is consistent with the recent microdata analysis on the frequency of price changes, such as Bils and Klenow (2004) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2008) for the U.S., Amirault, Kwan, and Wilkinson (2005) for Canada, and Bunn and Ellis (2009) for the U.K.\textsuperscript{29}

It turns out to be necessary to assume a higher labour supply elasticity for mortgage borrowers than for savers to generate co-movement between the house price and aggregate output if sticky prices and a Taylor rule are introduced into the model.\textsuperscript{30} This assumption, however, is consistent with the recent literature on heterogeneous labour supply among different age cohorts. For example, Jaimovich and Siu (2009) find that the volatility of labour supply tends to decline with the ages of workers in developed countries, except volatile labour supply of those who are in retirement ages. Also, Campbell and Hercowitz (2004) take into account the difference in labour supply between mortgage borrowers and savers, who tend to be young and old, respectively, by assuming that savers do not supply labour in their model.

I calibrate the inverses of labour supply elasticities, $\xi$, of mortgage borrowers and savers to the standard deviations of detrended hours worked of young and old workers divided by the standard deviation of detrended GDP, given the other parameter values. The data on the hours worked of young and old workers are used as proxies for the hours worked of mortgage borrowers and savers, respectively. Given the difficulty in identifying the frequency of public signals that cause heterogeneous household expectations in data, I use the model without public signals, $z_{A,t}$, for the calibration exercise to set realistic values of labour supply

\textsuperscript{28}In fact, Rudebusch argues that a positive estimate of $\phi_R$ is misspecified, because it implies a large amount of forecastable variation in policy interest rates in contradiction to data. Even though I include $\phi_R$ in this paper as is standard in the literature, the results shown below are robust to Rudebusch’s estimates of $\phi_\pi$ and $\phi_Y$ without including $\phi_R$ ($\phi_\pi = 1.24$, $\phi_Y = 0.33$, and $\phi_R = 0$).

\textsuperscript{29}Bils and Klenow find that half of prices in CPI microdata last 5.5 months or less, even after excluding temporary price cuts (sales). Nakamura and Steinsson report a similar finding in PPI microdata when sales are included. Amirault, Kwan, and Wilkinson (2005) find that half of Canadian firms changed prices at least once every three months from July 2002 to March 2003 in a survey conducted by the Bank of Canada. Also, Bunn and Ellis (2009) report that the average interval of price changes in U.K. monthly CPI microdata is 5.3 months for all items and 6.7 months for all items excluding temporary discounts. Recent new-Keynesian models take into account the high frequency of price adjustment observed in micro data. See Eichenbaum and Fisher (2007) and Altig et al. (2011) for more details.

\textsuperscript{30}If labour supply elasticity is homogeneous in the model with sticky prices, then savers’ labour supply affects aggregate labour supply so strongly that aggregate labour supply drops during a housing boom. This effect causes a negative correlation between aggregate output and the real house price.
elasticities. Note that the model without public signal is very similar to Iacoviello’s (2005) model, so the calibration result is based on a standard business cycle model with housing. The calibration yields $\xi = 1.03$ for savers and $\xi = 0.01$ for mortgage borrowers.\footnote{The calibration chooses the values of $\xi$ for mortgage borrowers and savers that minimize the sum of squares of percent gaps between the two moments in the model and the data. In the data, both hours worked and GDP are log-linearly detrended. I find it difficult to apply gradient-based solution methods to this minimization problem, because of a flat surface of the objective function of the problem. Instead, I use grid search. The grid points are $\{0.01, 0.02, \ldots, 2\}$ for each type of household. There is no significant improvement in the match between the model and the data even if I set a smaller lower bound for the value of $\xi$ in the grid points.} See Table 4 for the comparison of the moments of aggregate variables between the calibrated model and the data.

5.2 Model dynamics

Figure 6 shows the impulse responses to an ex-post wrong public signal of future technological progress with heterogeneous household beliefs in the flexible price case (the solid lines) and the case with sticky prices and heterogeneous labour supply elasticities (the dashed lines). The following features of the dashed lines are largely consistent with Figure 1: aggregate output, investment, consumption, and hours worked co-move with the real house price; procyclical aggregate labour supply is driven by the labour supply of mortgage borrowers; and the inflation rate, the policy interest rate, the real interest rate, and the real wage drop temporarily during a housing boom.\footnote{If $\chi$ is high, then the inflation rate does not fluctuate much in the model. In this case, the policy interest rate becomes more responsive to output, given the values of $\phi_\pi$ and $\phi_Y$. This effect prevents simultaneous boom-bust cycles in the house price and aggregate output.} In response, the central bank cuts the policy interest rate to stabilize the inflation rate, given the Taylor rule. This result implies that the low policy interest rates observed during housing booms are consistent with the existence of over-optimism as the cause of boom-bust cycles.

The underlying mechanism for the dynamics of aggregate quantity variables is as same as described in the previous section. The intuition for temporary declines in price variables during a boom is as follows. As in the flexible price case, aggregate labour supply and savings rise during a housing boom, lowering the real wage and the real interest rate. Given sticky prices, a resulting decline in the real marginal cost of production leads to a drop in the inflation rate through the pricing behaviour of producers.\footnote{This relationship between the marginal cost of production and the inflation rate appears in the new-Keynesian Phillips curve implied by the maximization problem for intermediate-input producers.} In response, the central bank cuts the policy interest rate to stabilize the inflation rate, given the Taylor rule. This result replicates the rises in CPI inflation rates, policy interest rates, real interest rates, and real wage growth rates observed around the ends of past housing booms as shown in Figure 1. The model still fails to replicate the significant declines in real wage growth rates observed after the ends of booms, as in the
flexible price case. As discussed above, this result indicates existence of some mechanism that reduces labour demand after housing busts. A further investigation into this question is left for future research.

Finally, the amplitude of the boom-bust cycle in the current case is larger than in the benchmark case because of heterogeneous labour supply elasticities. The low labour supply elasticity of savers makes aggregate labour supply more sensitive to the labour supply of mortgage borrowers. Resulting larger fluctuations in aggregate labour supply amplify the boom-bust cycle.\footnote{Heterogeneous labour supply elasticities also reduce the difference between increases in aggregate output and the house price. In the current case, savers’ labour supply is much less elastic than mortgage borrowers’ labour supply, so a decline in savers’ labour supply does not offset much an increase in mortgage borrowers’ labour supply during a boom. As a result, fluctuations in aggregate output increase. Fluctuations in the house price does not increase as much, however, because they are driven not only by current aggregate output through current consumption, but also by a lowered real interest rate due to non-optimistic expectations of savers during a boom.}

6 Conclusions

In this paper, I show that over-optimism of mortgage borrowers can cause boom-bust cycles, if mortgage borrowers are credit-constrained and savers who supply mortgage loans to mortgage borrowers do not share the over-optimism. Also, in the presence of price stickiness, the model generates a low policy interest rate during a housing boom as an endogenous reaction to a low inflation rate, given a Taylor rule. These results are consistent with the stylized features of housing-market boom-bust cycles observed in developed countries. In addition, a policy experiment shows that less stringent borrowing constraints on mortgage borrowers amplify boom-bust cycles.

In the model, I focus on over-optimism of future technological progress as the source of business fluctuations. To replicate more detailed observations than the stylized features of housing-market boom-bust cycles, it would be necessary to disentangle fundamental shocks from the effect of over-optimism in data and analyze the effect of fundamental shocks. This work is left for future research.
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Appendices

A Data appendix

A.1 Figures 1

Ahearne et al. (2005) use real house prices for determining the peaks of housing booms. See the data appendix of their paper for more details on identification of the peaks of housing booms during past boom-bust cycles.

Real house price growth rates are calculated from the data used by Desroches and Francis (2007), which extends the database constructed by Bordo and Jeanne (2002) with BIS data.

Real GDP growth rates come from the OECD database. The series are based on seasonally adjusted real GDP. The rates are annualized quarterly growth rates. For Germany, unified German data is used whenever possible. If not available, West German data is used. This is the same for the following data.

Total CPI inflation rates come from the OECD database. These series give year-to-quarter changes in the price index as a percentage.

Short-term nominal interest rates are 3-month nominal money-market rates taken from the OECD database. These rates are normally highly correlated with the target rate adopted by the central bank. If short-term interest rates are not available from the OECD database, this paper uses the money market rates from the IMF database. For a given peak, this paper always uses a single source per country. This paper does this by counting the number of observations available from each source for that country around that peak and choosing the source to maximize this count. All short-term rates are expressed in percentage points on an annualized basis. Short-term real interest rates are ex-post rates, which are the differences between short-term nominal interest rates and realized total CPI inflation rates.

Hours worked are calculated as the product of two series from the OECD database: the total number of workers in the economy and the hours worked per employee. The growth rate is expressed in percentage points on a year-to-quarter basis. Belgium, Denmark, Spain, and Switzerland do not have data available at quarterly frequency. For these countries, this paper computes year-over-year growth rates, then interpolate quarterly values by estimating a cubic spline, using the year-over-year results as year-end values.

The numbers of employed people for different age cohorts are from the OECD database. The data have a few discontinuous country-year points due to changes in data coverage. These discontinuous points are excluded from the sample.

Hourly earnings in manufacturing are seasonally adjusted series from the OECD database. Real hourly earnings are divided by the total CPI, and the figure shows year-to-quarter changes.
### A.2 Table 2 and Figure 2

The real house price growth rate is the first-order log difference of the nationwide house price index from the Federal Housing Finance Agency divided by the GDP deflator. The Index of Consumer Expectations for young households are the average of the index for 18-34 years old (ice\textsubscript{a1834}) and that for 35-44 years old (ice\textsubscript{a3544}) in the Reuters/University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers weighted by the numbers of householders in corresponding age groups from Table HH-3, the March CPS, U.S. Census Bureau. The number of householders in each age group in Table HH-3 is annual. This series is converted into a quarterly series by linear interpolation. The Index of Consumer Expectations for old households are similarly constructed from ice\textsubscript{a4554}, ice\textsubscript{a4564} and ice\textsubscript{a6597}. “Difference between young and old” in the figure is the difference of the index for young households from the index for old households. Real GDP is available from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The ex-post real interest rate is the 90-day treasury bill rate minus the rate of change in the GDP deflator between the current and the next quarters.

### A.3 The standard deviations of hours worked of young and old workers and the demand components of GDP in the U.S.


Quarterly GDP and its demand components are available from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The real values of GDP, private consumption, private investment are log-linearly detrended when calculating standard deviations. The sample periods are for 1980:1-2008:2.

### B The proof for no capital holding by mortgage borrowers around the steady state

In this section, I show that mortgage borrowers do not buy capital from savers in the neighbourhood of the deterministic steady state even if they can. If savers and mortgage borrowers can trade capital in a competitive market, then the flow of funds constraint and the law of motion for capital for savers (i.e., Eqs. (9) and (10), respectively) are modified to:

\[
c_t' + \frac{\eta K}{2} \left( \frac{i_t'}{s_{t-1}'} \right)^2 s_{t-1}' + q_t(h_t' - h_{t-1}') + b_t' = w_t l_t' + v_t x_t' + r_{K, t}s_{t-1}' + \frac{R_{t-1}}{\pi_t} b_{t-1}' + \Gamma_t, \tag{24}
\]

\[
s_t' = i_t' - x_t' + (1 - \delta) s_{t-1}', \tag{25}
\]
where: $v_t$ is the competitive market price of capital; and $x'_t$ is the amount of capital that savers sell in the market. The value of $x'_t$ must be non-negative. Similarly, the flow of funds constraint for mortgage borrowers is modified as follows with the law of motion for their capital:

$$c''_t + q_t(h''_t - h''_{t-1}) + b''_t + v_t x''_t = w_t l''_t + \frac{R_{t-1}}{\pi_t} b''_{t-1} + r_{K,t} s''_{t-1}$$

(26)

$$s''_t = x''_t + (1 - \delta) s''_{t-1},$$

(27)

where $x''_t$ is the amount of capital that mortgage borrowers buy in the market and $s''_t$ is the stock of capital held by mortgage borrowers at the end of period $t$. The value of $x''_t$ must be non-negative. Without loss of generality, I do not assume any borrowing constraint on $x''_t$, because mortgage borrowers set the value of $x''_t$ to zero even without a borrowing constraint, as shown below. The market clearing condition for the capital market is:

$$\mu x'_t = (1 - \mu) x''_t.$$  

(28)

With Eqs. (24) and (25), the first-order condition regarding $x'_t$ and the envelope theorem imply:

$$\frac{v_t}{c'_t} = \lambda'_t + \kappa'_t,$$

(29)

$$\lambda'_t = \beta' E'_t \left\{ \lambda'_{t+1} (1 - \delta) + \frac{1}{c'_{t+1}} \left[ \frac{\eta_K}{2} \left( \frac{i_t}{s_{t-1}} \right)^2 + r_{K,t} \right] \right\},$$

(30)

where $\lambda'_t$ and $\kappa'_t$ are the Lagrange multipliers for Eq. (25) and $x'_t \geq 0$, respectively. Now suppose that $\kappa'_t = 0$ at the deterministic steady state. Given $\eta_K = 2/\delta$ as specified in Section 5.1, Eqs. (29) and (30) imply:

$$v = \frac{r_K + \delta}{1 - \beta'(1 - \delta)},$$

(31)

where variables without subscripts denote steady state values.

With Eqs. (26) and (27), the first-order condition regarding $x''_t$ and the envelope theorem imply:

$$\frac{v_t}{c''_t} = \beta'' E''_t \left[ \frac{r_{K,t+1} + v_{t+1} (1 - \delta)}{c''_{t+1}} \right] + \kappa''_t,$$

(32)

(33)

where $\kappa''_t$ is the Lagrange multipliers for $x''_t \geq 0$. At the steady state, $\kappa'' > 0$ because:

$$v - \beta'' [r_K + v (1 - \delta)] = \frac{[1 - \beta'' (1 - \delta)] (r_K + \delta)}{1 - \beta' (1 - \delta)} - \beta'' r_K$$

$$> r_K + \delta - \beta'' r_K$$

$$> 0.$$  

(34)
The second inequality holds given the assumption that $\beta'' < \beta'$. Thus, $x'' = 0$ at the deterministic steady state. Accordingly, the conjecture that $\kappa' = 0$ is verified, because Eq. (28) implies $x' = 0$, which satisfies $x' \geq 0$. Given the continuity of the model, $x''_t = x'' = 0$ in the neighbourhood of the deterministic steady state.

## C The numerical solution method

The system of log-linearized equilibrium conditions takes the following form:

$$
A \left[ E\zeta_{t+1}, E_1\epsilon_{A,t+1}, E_2\epsilon_{A,t+1}, k\kappa_{t+1}, E_1\hat{x}_{1,t+1}, E_2\hat{x}_{2,t+1}, E_1\hat{pp}_{t+1}, E_2\hat{pp}_t \right]^T
$$

$$
= B \left[ \zeta_t, \epsilon_{A,t}, \kappa_t, \hat{x}_{1,t}, \hat{x}_{2,t}, \hat{pp}_t \right]^T,
$$

(B.1)

where: $A$ and $B$ are constant matrices; $E_1 = E'$ and $E_2 = E''$, which are the subjective expectation operators for savers and mortgage borrowers, respectively; $\zeta_t = [z_{A,t}, ..., z_{A,t-\tau+1}]^T$, where $z_{A,t}$ is the public signal of $\epsilon_{A,t+\tau}$; $k\kappa_{t+1} = [A_t, R_t, k_t', h_t', b_t', h_t''_t]^T$, which is the vector of endogenous state variables determined at period $t$; $x_{1,t} = [c_t', l_t', i_t']^T$ and $x_{2,t} = [c''_t, l''_t]^T$, which are the vectors of jump choice variables for savers and mortgage borrowers, respectively; $pp_t = [\pi_t, q_t, r_{K_t}, w_t, f_t, y_t]^T$, which is the vector of jump aggregate variables and market prices; and the hat symbol (\(\hat{\cdot}\)) denotes the log deviations of the vectors from the deterministic steady state. (The definitions of these vectors are for the sticky price case. The vectors for the flexible price case can be similarly defined by including $rr_t$ in $pp_t$ and removing $R_t$ and $\pi_t$.) The expectation operator to $\zeta_{t+1}$ is $E$, which is the common expectation operator between the two types of households, as there is no disagreement on the likelihood of future signals. The matrices $A$ and $B$ can be written as:

$$
A = \begin{bmatrix}
A_\zeta & A_{1,\epsilon} & A_{2,\epsilon} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(B.2)

$$
B = \begin{bmatrix}
B_\zeta & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
0 & B_\epsilon & B_{kk} & B_{1,x} & B_{2,x} & B_{pp}
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

(B.3)

The upper partition of rows of $A$ and $B$ corresponds to the subjective expectations of $\epsilon_{A,t+1}$ defined by Eqs. (16) and (17) and the law of motion of public signals (i.e., $E\zeta_{t+1} = Ez_{A,t+1} = 0$ and $E\zeta_{t+1}(n) = z_{A,t-n+2} = \zeta_t(n-1)$ for $n = 2, 3, ..., \tau$, where $\zeta_t(n)$ denotes the $n$-th element of the vector $\zeta_t$). The lower partition of rows corresponds to the other equilibrium conditions, including the law of motion of technology (i.e., $\ln(A_t) = \rho_A \ln(A_{t-1}) + \epsilon_{A,t}$).

Conjecture that the solution takes the following state-space form:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x}_{1,t} \\
\hat{x}_{2,t} \\
\hat{pp}_t \\
\kappa_{t+1}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
Q_1 & R_1 & S_1 \\
Q_2 & R_2 & S_2 \\
G & H & J \\
U & V & W
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{k}_{t+1} \\
\epsilon_{A,t} \\
\zeta_t
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(B.4)
and then substitute the conjectured solution form (B.4) into the system of log-linearized equilibrium conditions (B.1) to obtain the conditions that must be satisfied by the solution. I start from finding the conditions for the coefficient matrices for $\hat{kk}_t$ and $\epsilon_{A,t}$ (i.e., $Q_t$ and $R_t$ for $i = 1, 2$ and $G, H, U$ and $V$). As $\hat{kk}_t$ and $\epsilon_{A,t}$ do not appear in the upper partition of rows of $A$ and $B$ shown in Eq. (B.3), I need to consider only the conditions associated with the lower partition of rows of $A$ and $B$. These conditions imply:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{kk} \\
A_{1,x} \\
A_{2,x} \\
A_{1,pp} \\
A_{2,pp}
\end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix}
I & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
Q_1 & R_1 & 0 & S_1 & 0 \\
Q_2 & 0 & R_2 & 0 & S_2 \\
G & H & 0 & J & 0 \\
G & 0 & H & 0 & J
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
U\hat{kk}_t + V\epsilon_{A,t} + W\zeta_t \\
E_1\epsilon_{A,t+1} \\
E_2\epsilon_{A,t+1} \\
E_1\zeta_{t+1} \\
E_2\zeta_{t+1}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
B_c \\
B_{kk} \\
B_{1,x} \\
B_{2,x} \\
B_{pp}
\end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 \\
I & 0 & 0 \\
Q_1 & R_1 & S_1 \\
Q_2 & R_2 & S_2 \\
G & H & J
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{kk}_t \\
\epsilon_{A,t} \\
\zeta_t
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(B.5)

where $I$ is the identity matrix of size equal to the number of elements of $\hat{kk}_{t+1}$. Note that $\hat{kk}_{t+1}, E_1\hat{x}_{1,t+1}, E_2\hat{x}_{2,t+1}, E_1\hat{pp}_{t+1}, E_2\hat{pp}_{t+1}, \hat{x}_{1,t}, \hat{x}_{2,t}, \hat{pp}_t$ are substituted by the conjectured solution form. As $E_1\epsilon_{A,t+1}, E_2\epsilon_{A,t+1}, E_1\zeta_{t+1}$ and $E_2\zeta_{t+1}$ are linear to $\zeta_t$ independently of $\hat{kk}_t$ and $\epsilon_{A,t}$ by assumption, Eq. (B.5) implies that:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{kk} \\
A_{1,x} \\
A_{2,x} \\
A_{1,pp} \\
A_{2,pp}
\end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix}
I & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
Q_1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
Q_2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
G & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
G & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
U & V \\
V & W
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
B_c \\
B_{kk} \\
B_{1,x} \\
B_{2,x} \\
B_{pp}
\end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 \\
I & 0 & 0 \\
Q_1 & R_1 & 0 \\
Q_2 & R_2 & 0 \\
G & H & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{kk}_t \\
\epsilon_{A,t} \\
\zeta_t
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(B.6)

so that the equality in Eq. (B.5) holds for all $\hat{kk}_t$ and $\epsilon_{A,t}$.

Now note that, if there is no public signal in the model, then the log-linearized equilibrium system is reduced to $E\epsilon_{A,t+1} = 0$ and:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{kk}, A_{1,x}, A_{2,x}, A_{1,pp} + A_{2,pp}
\end{bmatrix}^T
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{kk}_{t+1}^T, E\hat{x}_{1,t+1}^T, E\hat{x}_{2,t+1}^T, E\hat{pp}_{t+1}^T
\end{bmatrix}^T
= [B_c, B_{kk}, B_{1,x}, B_{2,x}, B_{pp}] \begin{bmatrix}
\epsilon_{A,t}, \hat{kk}_t, \hat{x}_{1,t}, \hat{x}_{2,t}, \hat{pp}_t
\end{bmatrix}^T.
$$

(B.7)

If I substitute into this system a conjectured solution form for the case without public signals:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x}_{1,t} \\
\hat{x}_{2,t} \\
\hat{pp}_t \\
\hat{kk}_{t+1}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
Q_1 & R_1 \\
Q_2 & R_2 \\
G & H \\
U & V
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{kk}_t \\
\epsilon_{A,t}
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(B.8)

then I obtain an identical condition to Eq. (B.6). As the model without public signals is a standard rational expectation equilibrium model, the standard method described by Klein (2000) can solve Eq. (B.6) for $Q_i$ and $R_i$ for $i = 1, 2$ and $G, H, U$ and $V$. Thus, the value of
these matrices are unique if the model without public signals has unique solution. See Klein (2000) for the conditions for the uniqueness.

Note that this equivalence result depends on the assumption that heterogeneous subjective beliefs on future technological shocks are generated only by the exogenous public signals, \( \zeta_t \). If \( \hat{k}k_t \) and \( \epsilon_{A,t} \) also affected the subjective beliefs, then the coefficients for \( \hat{k}k_t \) and \( \epsilon_{A,t} \) would not be zero in the upper partition of rows of \( A \) and \( B \) shown in Eq. (B.3). In this case, the solution for \( Q_t \) and \( R_t \) for \( i = 1, 2 \) and \( G, H, U \) and \( V \) in the model without public signals would not be identical to those in the model with public signals, because the upper partition is replaced by \( E\epsilon_{A,t+1} = 0 \) if without public signals.

Next, I derive the conditions that must be satisfied by \( S_1, S_2, J \) and \( W \). Given that Eqs. (16) and (17) imply that \( E_1\epsilon_{A,t+1} = E'\epsilon_{A,t+1} = \{\sigma_A^2/[\sigma_A^2 + (\nu_A')^2]\}z_{A,t-\tau+1} \) and \( E_2\epsilon_{A,t+1} = E''\epsilon_{A,t+1} = \{\sigma_A^2/[\sigma_A^2 + (\nu_A'')^2]\}z_{A,t-\tau+1} \), the coefficients for \( z_{A,t-\tau+1} \) in Eq. (B.5) imply:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{kk} + \sum_{i=1}^{2} (A_{i,x}Q_i + A_{i,p}G) \\
\end{bmatrix} w_r + \sum_{i=1}^{2} (A_{i,x}R_i + A_{i,p}H)\psi_i - [B_{1,x}, B_{2,x}, B_p] \begin{bmatrix} s_{1,r} \\ s_{2,r} \\ j_r \end{bmatrix} = 0,
\]

where:

\[
\psi_1 \equiv \sigma_A^2/[\sigma_A^2 + (\nu_A')^2], \quad \psi_2 \equiv \sigma_A^2/[\sigma_A^2 + (\nu_A'')^2], \quad W \equiv [w_1, ..., w_r], \quad s_{1,n}, s_{2,n} \text{ and } j_n \text{ are the column vectors of } S_1, S_2 \text{ and } J \text{ similarly defined for } n = 1, ..., \tau, \text{ respectively. Thus:}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
w_r^T, s_{1,r}^T, s_{2,r}^T, j_r^T \end{bmatrix}^T = -\Phi^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{2} (A_{i,x}R_i + A_{i,p}H)\psi_i,
\]

where:

\[
\Phi \equiv \begin{bmatrix} A_k + \sum_{i=1}^{2} (A_{i,x}Q_i + A_{i,p}G), -B_{1,x}, -B_{2,x}, -B_p \end{bmatrix},
\]

provided that \( \Phi \) is invertible, which is the case for the parameter values considered in this paper.

Then, as \( Ez_{A,t+1} = 0 \) and \( E_1\zeta_{t+1} = E_2\zeta_{t+1} = E\zeta_{t+1} = [0, z_{A,t}, z_{A,t-1}, ..., z_{A,t-\tau+2} ]^T \), the coefficients for \( z_{A,t-n+1} \) in Eq. (B.5) imply \( \Phi \begin{bmatrix} w_n^T, s_{1,n}^T, s_{2,n}^T, j_n^T \end{bmatrix}^T + [A_{1,x} s_{1,n+1} + A_{2,x} s_{2,n+1} + (A_{1,p} + A_{2,p}) j_{n+1}] = 0 \) for \( n = 1, ..., \tau - 1 \). Thus, for \( n = 1, ..., \tau - 1 \):

\[
\begin{bmatrix} w_n^T, s_{1,n}^T, s_{2,n}^T, j_n^T \end{bmatrix}^T = -\Phi^{-1} [A_{1,x}, A_{2,x}, A_{1,p} + A_{2,p}] [s_{1,n+1}^T, s_{2,n+1}^T, j_{n+1}^T]^T,
\]

which can be sequentially calculated from \( n = \tau - 1 \) to \( n = 1 \). Thus, if \( \Phi \) is invertible, then the values of \( W, S_1, S_2 \) and \( J \) are determined uniquely. Otherwise heterogeneous household beliefs generate multiple equilibria.

Intuitively speaking, the values of \( W, S_1, S_2 \) and \( J \) are determined so that \( \zeta_t \) affects household behaviour in the current period directly through each household’s subjective expectation of the economy in the next period (which is summarized by \( \sum_{i=1}^{2} (A_{i,x}R_i + A_{i,p}H)\psi_i \) for \( n = \tau \) and \( [A_{1,x}, A_{2,x}, A_{1,p} + A_{2,p}] [s_{1,n+1}^T, s_{2,n+1}^T, j_{n+1}^T]^T \) for \( n = 1, ..., \tau - 1 \)) and then indirectly through a feedback loop between household behaviour and market prices that continues until the markets clear (which is summarized by \( \Phi^{-1} \)).
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Figure 1: Stylized features of housing-market boom-bust cycles in developed countries over 1970-2000

Notes: Except for employment growth rates for young and old workers, the solid line is the median of the variable in question in each quarter or year around the peaks of past housing booms in developed countries between 1970 and 2000, and the dashed lines below and above the solid line are the first and the third quartiles in each period, respectively. For employment growth rates for young and old workers, the solid line and the dashed line are the medians of annual employment growth rates for young and old workers, respectively. The real interest rates are ex-post rates. Period 0 corresponds to the peak quarters or years of housing booms in each panel. The unit of each vertical axis is a percentage point on an annualized basis.
Figure 2: Real house price growth rates and differences in the Index of Consumer Expectations between young and old households in U.S. data

Notes: The real house price growth rates are the log differences on a quarterly basis. Positive values of “Difference between young and old” in each panel indicate that young households (under 44 years old) have stronger confidence in future economic conditions than old households (over 45 years old). “BUS12” represents household expectations of future financial conditions in the economy during the next 12 months and “BUS5” represents those of future employment conditions in the economy during the next 5 years.
Figure 3: Housing-market boom-bust cycles with flexible prices

Notes: The solid line: mortgage borrowers consider the signal accurate, but savers regard the signal as a noise (ν′_A = ∞ and ν''_A = 0). The dashed line: both mortgage borrowers and savers consider the signal accurate (ν′_A = 0 and ν''_A = 0). Figures are % deviations from the deterministic steady state. The signal is received in period 0, but is not realized in period 4 (z_A,0 = 1 and ε_A,4 = 0). “C_t” and “L_t” denote aggregate consumption and labour supply, respectively. The economy is at the deterministic steady state before period 0. The third and the forth rows show the actions of savers and mortgage borrowers, respectively.
Figure 4: Impulse responses to a correct public signal

Notes: The solid line: the signal is received in period 0, but is not realized in period 4 ($z_{A,0} = 1$ and $\epsilon_{A,4} = 0$). The dashed line: the signal is received in period 0 and realized in period 4 ($z_{A,0} = 1$ and $\epsilon_{A,4} = 1$). For all cases, mortgage borrowers consider the signal accurate, but savers regard the signal as a noise ($\nu'_A = \infty$ and $\nu''_A = 0$). “$C_t$” and “$L_t$” denote aggregate consumption and labour supply, respectively. Figures are % deviations from the deterministic steady state. The economy is at the deterministic steady state before period 0. The third and the forth rows show the actions of savers and mortgage borrowers, respectively.
Figure 5: Effect of the availability of mortgage debt on housing-market boom-bust cycles

Notes: The parameter values other than $m$ are as shown in Table 3 for the flexible price case. Figures are % deviations from the deterministic steady state. The signal is received in period 0, but is not realized in period 4 ($z_{A,0} = 1$ and $\epsilon_{A,4} = 0$). Mortgage borrowers consider the signal accurate, but savers regard the signal as a noise ($\nu'_A = \infty$ and $\nu''_A = 0$). “$C_t$” and “$L_t$” denote aggregate consumption and labour supply, respectively. The economy is at the deterministic steady state before period 0. The third and the forth rows show the actions of savers and mortgage borrowers, respectively.
Figure 6: Housing-market boom-bust cycles with sticky prices and heterogeneous labour supply elasticities

Notes: The solid line: flexible prices. The dashed line: sticky prices with heterogeneous labour supply elasticities. The parameter values for each case are as specified in Table 3. Figures are % deviations from the deterministic steady state. The signal is received in period 0, but is not realized in period 4 ($z_{A,0} = 1$ and $\epsilon_{A,A} = 0$). Mortgage borrowers consider the signal accurate, but savers regard the signal as a noise ($\nu'_{A} = \infty$ and $\nu''_{A} = 0$). The economy is at the deterministic steady state before period 0. The third and the forth rows show the actions of savers and mortgage borrowers, respectively.
Table 1: The peak quarter of each housing boom in developed countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Peak Quarters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1979:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1973:3, 1979:2, 1986:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1981:1, 1991:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1979:2, 1990:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1974:4, 1981:2, 1992:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1973:4, 1990:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1978:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1978:2, 1991:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1979:3, 1990:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1973:1, 1989:4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ahearne et al. (2005).
Table 2: Regression of the U.S. real house price growth rate on heterogeneous household expectations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regressors</th>
<th>Coefficient estimates by OLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-Lag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE for young - ICE for old ((×10^{-4}))</td>
<td>4.99** (1.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE for all age cohorts ((×10^{-4}))</td>
<td>2.14 (1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real GDP growth rate</td>
<td>-0.21 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real 3-month T-bill rate</td>
<td>-0.55** (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged real house price growth rate</td>
<td>0.49** (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.014** (0.004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 123  \(R^2: 0.66\)

Notes: The dynamic equation for the real house price growth rate \(y(t)\) is:

\[
y(t) = \alpha + \sum_{i=0}^{3} \beta_i x(t - i) + \sum_{i=1}^{3} \gamma_i y(t - i) + \sum_{i=0}^{3} \theta_i Z(t - i) + \epsilon_t,
\]

where \(x\) is the Index of Consumer Expectations (ICE) for young households (under 44 years old) minus the ICE for old households (over 45 years old), \(Z = \{\text{the average level of the ICE across all age cohorts, the real GDP growth rate, the ex-post real 3-month T-bill rate}\}\), and \(\epsilon_t\) is an error term. The sample period is for 1978:1-2009:3. Standard errors are in the parentheses. ** and * mark 1% and 5% levels of significance, respectively.
Table 3: Benchmark parameter values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Flexible price case</th>
<th>Sticky price case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital share of income ($\alpha$)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation rate ($\delta$)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steady-state loan-to-value ratio ($m$)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of credit-constrained households ($1 - \mu$)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time discount factors ($\beta', \beta''$)</td>
<td>(0.99, 0.95)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of investment function ($\eta_K$)</td>
<td>$2/\delta$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight on housing preference ($\gamma$)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticity of substitution between inputs ($\theta$)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence of productivity shocks ($\rho_A$)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse of labour supply elasticity ($\xi$)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.03 for savers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of price adjustment ($1 - \chi$)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor rule coefficients ($\phi_x, \phi_Y, \phi_R$)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>(1.53, 0.93, 0.73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The column for the sticky price case shows the parameter values only if they are different from those used for the flexible price case.

Table 4: Moments of aggregate variables in the calibrated model and the data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sticky price model without public signals</th>
<th>Log-linearly detrended U.S. data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours worked of savers (old workers)$^\dagger$</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours worked of mortgage borrowers (young workers)$^\dagger$</td>
<td>1.448</td>
<td>1.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private investment</td>
<td>1.492</td>
<td>5.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private consumption</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate hours worked</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>1.711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard deviations of the variables are divided by the standard deviation of final goods or GDP. $^\dagger$ marks the moments targeted by the calibration of the values of $\xi$ for savers and mortgage borrowers using the sticky price version of the model without public signals. In the data, private investment is gross private domestic investment and private consumption is personal non-durable consumption expenditure. GDP, consumption, and investment are in real terms. Hours worked are actual hours worked. The hours worked data for young and old workers are used as proxies for the hours worked of mortgage borrowers and savers, respectively.